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said that they were not processing any family
visas. So, technically I might have been able to go
back by myself, but Beth and the kids wouldn’t be
able to. That wasn’t an option for us so we sort of
hit a wall for a while. This month, the Chinese
embassy released a statement saying that, if you
get the Chinese version of the vaccine, anybody
applying for certain visas would get their visas
processed as normal according to the pre-COVID
standards- [including family visas]. This is
good news as it seems things are starting to open

• This month we added another meeting time to
our Bible study group. We usually meet once a
week and study the Bible through discipleship
lessons about different doctrines, practices, and
other things about Christianity. Our new meeting
time is set aside for us to read through a book of
the Bible together, passage by passage. After
reading a passage, we take turns sharing some
general facts about what takes place in the
passage that we’ve noticed. Then we try to find
the main point of the passage and discuss how
we can [apply that principle] in our
individual lives. We have already discussed
marital arguments, being taken advantage of, and
boldly sharing the gospel because of our readings
together. • This month, there were some
developments on our visa situation. Last month
we heard that they were at a point that they would
process my work visa from the company that we
started in China. However, the Chinese embassy
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up and return to normal. However, the only bump
is that there is no information on where or how to
get the Chinese vaccine in the US. It may not
even be available yet here. So, there is much still
up in the air! • Another part of our study times
together that we added this month was singing.
We started singing together when we were
meeting in person in China when we first started
the bible study, but since we came back to the
States on our furlough, we haven’t implemented
singing in our online Bible studies. This month I
chose [three songs in Chinese] for us to
learn and become familiar with. After recording
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and
sending the songs to the group,
we have started singing together before we begin
studying each week. • This month Xiǎo Lín, the
lady in the Bible study, asked prayer for her
mother’s salvation. She explained to us that her
mother is very sensitive and easily offended.
Whenever she has tried to share the gospel with
her, it doesn’t go well. She asked that we pray that
her mother’s heart [would be softened].
Please join us in praying for the salvation of her
mother! • This month I had the opportunity to
teach a Bible study for a small group of people
that live in a community that I’ve recently had the
opportunity to spend time with. One of our
supporting churches, Calvary Baptist Church,
prepares food boxes to distribute to low-income
communities. I was able to help pack and
distribute boxes as well as meet with a handful of
the residents [for a Bible study]. Please
pray for the salvation and growth of those
individuals, as well as for their specific life
situations to be blessed by the Lord.

[Praises]
• More opportunities for people to study the Bible
• Progress in the general visa situation

[Requests]

• A way to be able to return to China soon
• Bible study members’ growth
• Xiǎo Lín’s mother’s salvation
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Pictured: One of the weekly Bible
studies
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